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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
There is a special wonder on the Camino that we can all access. It is something
that benefits each of us, yet it is not something we can see or hold. It makes us
feel better, and though it can be hard to obtain for some, no-one doubts the
contribution it makes to a successful Camino. What am I referring to? Sleep.
Many of us who have had the experience of thinking that when tomorrow comes
we won’t be able to continue. Our feet hurt, our body aches, and mentally we
find everything a challenge. Yet we go to sleep for 8, 10, or even on those really
bad days 12 hours, and wake the next day feeling refreshed and restored. The
aches and pains have eased, the feet aren’t as sore as they were, the world
seems a brighter place, and we prepare to repeat another day on the way.
Every wise pilgrim rests. On arriving at an albergue it is peopled with weary pilgrims resting in various poses. Passing a bar in any Camino village you will see
pilgrims resting, and replenishing. The great English poet (and walker) William
Wordsworth said Rest and be thankful. What wise words. Rest is helpful in recovering from pain or tiredness, but it is the healing power of sleep where one can
really feel the difference. Without rest, and more particularly that of sleep, it
would be so easy, when the going gets tough, to abandon the Camino. A wise
pilgrim will also programme into their Camino a regular rest day. Without rest a
pilgrim becomes more susceptible to injury – not what one wants on the Camino!
The restorative power of sleep has meant that many pilgrims, perhaps thinking
of giving up, have found that they can continue. Walking vast distances is hard
on the feet, hard on the body, and hard on the mind. No matter how much training we do, those first few days of a Camino, though exciting, are physically hard
work, and mentally challenging. We need discipline and courage to cover the
distances involved on a Camino, and to look after ourselves we need the refreshment that rest and sleep brings.
It seems appropriate to finish with the words published in 1605 of Miguel de
Cervantes from his classic book, Don Quixote. Whether king, shepherd, fool,
wise man or pilgrim, sleep is important to each one of us. Now, blessings light
on him that first invented sleep! It covers a man all over, thoughts and all, like
a cloak; it is meat for the hungry, drink for the thirsty, heat for the cold, and
cold for the hot. It is the current coin that purchases all the pleasures of the
world cheap, and the balance that sets the king and the shepherd, the fool and
the wise man, even.

¡Buen Camino and Happy St James’s Day
(July 25)!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)

Cover photo: Walking
out of Pamplona (see
article pp.4-13)

Send all contributions for the Camino Chronicle to editor@afotc.org
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STOP PRESS!
Diary date: 1111-13

October 2019 Adelaide, SA

Australian Friends of the Camino
***** National Gathering *****
EXCITING NEWS!
The Spanish Ambassador to Australia, His Excellency Señor Manuel Cacho, has
agreed to become the Patron of Australian Friends of the Camino. The Ambassador welcomes our work in promoting the Camino within Australia - and we
look forward very much to welcoming him to our organisation.

Ref .: L4.2.2.L7
Ms. Janet Leitch
The Australian Friends of the Camino Inc.
P O Box 601
Stirling SA 5152
Dear Ms. Leitch:
Thank you very much for your letter informing me about "The Australian Friends of the
Camino Inc." of whose existence I was already aware.
I warmly welcome your excellent initiative to promote in Australia "El Camino de
Santiago". I further consider it a splendid mean to bridge the geographical distance
between our countries and civil societies.
I certainly would be honoured to become your Patron as a token of my full support to the
objectives of your association.
Yours sincerely,
Manuel Cacho
Ambassador of Spain
15 Arkana Street, Yarralumla – ACT 2600 - Australia
Tel. 61 2 62733555 Fax 61 2 627339L8
Web page: www.exteriores.gob.es/Embajadas/Canberra/es/Paginas/inicio.aspx
Email: emb.canberra@maec.es Twi0er:@EmbajadaEspAust
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A WALK TO SURRENDER: THE CAMINO CONQUERED… SWITZERLAND TO SPAIN
98 days. 2500 kilometres. 3 countries. 2 birthdays. Blood, sweat, tears, blisters,
revelations! “It would be an adventure”, we said, but it was so much more.
My boyfriend Yanic and I began our Camino journey from his family home in
Tübach in the north-eastern corner of Switzerland. Given the tradition to walk
the Camino from your home, Yanic’s was much closer. I originate in Port Lincoln, SA, from where it is a little further to walk!
We had met near Brisbane when Yanic was hitchhikng around Australia. When he
had to leave because his visa was about to expire, we realised that life was better when we were together, so I proceeded to pack up my life, he continued on
his travels, and we met in Switzerland several months later. We’d both done a
lot of unconventional travel - backpacking, hitchhiking, camping and couch surfing - and that is how we love it. We were moderately experienced hikers, but
nothing compared to the distance and time of the Camino journey we planned.
The Camino to us was another adventure and an alternative mode of travelling
we were yet to explore.
When we decided to walk the Camino, our preparation was similar to any other
travel adventure - minimal. It was not until the week before we began that we
started to research what we actually needed. The morning we left, we packed.
And physical training – nil! We were at the tail end of a travel-filled European
summer. Our life was, (and still is!) chaos. But we are young, and right now this
is how we love it.
On Monday 4 September 2017, we
packed our backpacks, had lunch with
Yanic’s family, said our goodbyes and
walked out the door for our next adventure (see photo). Yanic began barefoot and wanted to walk the whole way
with no shoes, but the terrain and endeavour to finish before Christmas
(literally!) meant shoes were eventually required.
Yanic’s backpack weighed around 15kg
and mine 12kg when we were loaded
with food to last for a few days. We
carried our tiny hiking tent (120x230
x90cm), camping mattresses, sleeping
bags, cookers, cooking equipment,
food, a few hygiene supplies and very
few clothes. Yanic is a software engineer, which meant he also had a small
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Made a new friend on the first day

laptop to work on a travel program he was
creating. We planned to camp and cook as
much as we could, though in Switzerland we
stayed with friends about once a week which
allowed for showers, a real bed and a rest
day or two. Also in Switzerland and France on
a few occasions, complete strangers invited
us to stay in their homes, to sleep and to
shower. On both occasions we left full of
great food, love and hangovers!

Beginning the Camino in Switzerland was very
challenging. We were not particularly fit, and
we were beginning in the mountains. The
weather was also unpredictable. Despite being the beginning of autumn, there were still
some rainy days and freezing nights. Waking up with ice on our tent was not
what we’d expected in September. But it was incredibly beautiful and green,
with huge, clear lakes and endless snow-topped mountains. We regularly walked
through farmland, much smaller than I was are used to in Australia having grown
up on a 5000 acre farm. The people were friendly - like rural Australia - but so
were the animals. We took great joy in making friends with cats, dogs, cows,
pigs, sheep, goats, horses and donkeys. We also enjoyed buying different delicious cheeses, one of the specialties of Switzerland, direct from the farms.
The greatest challenge at the beginning was finding our rhythm. Yanic was much
faster than me and I did not want to hold him back. The mental challenge of
hiking was ever present, and for the first time we did not agree on something.
Yanic wanted to push his body to the limit, whereas I wanted to listen to my
body and not overexert myself, but build up slowly. Obviously there were blisters, sore muscles, heavy packs, adjustments to sleeping on camping mats and
exhaustion, but I consider these the superficial issues which create the vulnerability and mental challenges to bring Walking around the Lake of Thun surroundthe bigger issues to the surface. This ed by mountains in Switzerland. I was still
often resulted in me wanting to quit as in sneakers at this point and would buy my
first pair of hiking shoes soon after.
I felt I was holding Yanic back, and him
regularly frustrated because I could not
go as fast as him. The first lesson of
surrender that the Camino offered us
was to learn to lessen our expectations
and allow the magic of the Camino to
unfold and create balance for us.
Thankfully, the way was well-marked
with hiking signs, so as we got more
confident on the path we would find
our own rhythm and go at our own pace
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with Yanic walking ahead. We would begin our
days walking together, eat all our meals
together and finish the day walking together
until we found a place to camp. It was a nice
balance and we would always have lots to
catch up on when we were together. This
rhythm got easier with time, and in Le-Puy-en
-Velay we were able to purchase a map so we
could plan ahead where we would meet so
there was less risk of losing each other. On
two occasions I took a wrong turn and got lost
for some time, which was a bit scary and
required a lot of backtracking and searching.
In Le-Puy I also bought some walking poles
which helped me walk significantly faster,
particularly uphill where I would often fall
behind. Yanic, though, was quite the Swiss
mountain goat! As time went on, he would
not have to wait long for me, however, as thanks to his tough love our fitness
rapidly progressed and I got faster. On reflection I think this was a great way
to share the Camino, it allowed our individual journeys to unfold within our
journey together. A great metaphor for life.

The forest walks were our favourite,
this is in Switzerland

Walking from Switzerland into France, there was suddenly more open space with
bigger farms and further distances between towns. And much more sun! For
nearly two weeks, we had beautiful sunny days in France, which was a change
from Switzerland.
However, when we arrived at Le-Puy-en-Velay where many people begin their
pilgrimage, the Camino really changed for us. Prior to reaching Le-Puy we had
already walked nearly 1000 kilometres and we had only met two individuals and
a family walking The Camino. What we were doing was unique… there was no
commercialisation or pilgrim accommodation, and everyone we met was friendly
and welcoming. However, after Le
One of the first few days in France and our last
-Puy, we were ‘just’ more
few days in the Alps. As soon as we walked into
France there were endless rows of grapevines,
pilgrims. Regularly there were
and leftover grapes to snack on.
advertisements on the Camino for
pilgrim accommodation and restaurants, and we met many more
people. No longer were we
unique, despite the fact that most
of the fellow pilgrims we met had
not walked nearly as far as we
had. After leaving Le-Puy we
talked about trying to find a trail
that was less commercialised, but
yet again we needed to surrender,
AFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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The autumn mornings were beautiful
walking through the mystical fog.

It was well into Autumn when we were in
France and the colours were incredible!

and we thought we should best finish what we started and embrace the challenge we were now faced with. Soon after Le-Puy we also received the ‘gift’ of
bedbugs, which proved incredibly challenging. We were both quickly covered in
small bites and would spend our days and nights itching. It was even more frustrating that this happened on one of the rare occasions that we hadn’t slept in
our tent. These all-too-friendly-critters are incredibly hard to eradicate, but we
discovered they are not uncommon on The Way.
We had to deal with them and were very fortunate that a lovely albergue took
us in when we explained our problem. We figured honesty was the best policy,
which they appreciated. They put us in an isolated room, gave us some spare
clothes so that we could shower and put everything we owned through the washing machine and dryer. What we couldn’t wash - our tent-home, shoes and beloved feathered hats - they kindly allowed us to put in their industrial-sized
freezer. It was another lovely lesson in surrender - we felt dirty, infectious and
burdensome, but our honesty allowed us to be received with unconditional love,
compassion and help. It was also around this time that a French family invited us
to stay in their home. As much as we would have loved to have had a bed, we
explained to them, with Yanic’s limited French that we had bed bugs and did
not want to burden them. Eventually they understood us, but insisted
on putting us up in their garage
with cardboard to sleep on. They
still fed us and sent us away with
additional food. It is these incredible experiences that can restore
our faith in the beauty of humanity.
Our tiny home. As the journey
progressed we woke up more and more
with a morning fog, and we would
watch the sunrise as we packed.
Until we began walking in the dark.
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Cooking dinner on the side of the trail in
the dark as usual, in France. I am cooking
with my birthday gift from Yanic - a wood
stove which created energy for light and
cooking. It was great - until there was not
dry wood so still carried our gas cooker and often dry wood!

We saved the addresses of all the
families and individuals who helped
and supported us along the way.
When we completed our walk we
sent postcards to them all to tell
them that we made it to our destination, and to thank them for their
incredible support on our journey.
No matter how big or small, every little bit helped and boosted us with love exactly when we needed it the most to keep going. Every pilgrim needs this, and
we wanted to make sure we touched them the way that they touched us, and
they will continue to reach out and support other pilgrims in the future. The
times that we were invited into strangers’ homes and filled up to the brim with
love, despite language barriers and limited time, are some of our most cherished
moments of The Way.
At St Jean-Pied-de-Port, the final destination in France, before we crossed the
Pyrenees to Spain, the ‘Camino commercialisation’ increased, and was evident
all the way after this point. However, given that we mostly slept in our tent
amongst the trees, we usually only saw people when we stayed in pilgrim accommodation. We stayed in an albergue just beyond the peak of the Pyrenees, which
was the first night on the Camino for many people. For the first time for us we
indulged in a ‘pilgrim menu’ and shared a meal with others.
At the dinner we found it quite entertaining meeting more people than we’d met
since leaving Switzerland - mostly fresh faces on their first day, exhausted from
the Pyrenees climb, but high on expectations and plans for the Camino. We could
not help but giggle knowing that the Camino often has other plans. Most people
were taking their journey seriously,
Autumn beauty along the path in France.
were abstaining from drinking wine and
engaging only in small talk. Meanwhile,
we made the most of the bottles of
wine that kept coming and asked everyone about their journeys and reasons
for walking the Camino. It was assumed
by most that we too had started that
day, like everyone else. Eventually, a
slightly-inebriated Yanic stood up to
make a toast to wish everyone good
luck on their journeys, adding that we
were celebrating reaching 1500k and
AFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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our third country that day! The look of
shock on other faces was absolutely
priceless! We were the last to leave
the accommodation the next day, yet
we overtook all the people we met,
and never met them again.

Walking through an old
French village

There were challenges behind us, and
many more to come, but at that point
we were riding on a high. I had just
turned 28, Yanic 30 and rarely did we
see people younger than us, consequently we did not feel that people took our journey very seriously, thinking that
it must be ‘much easier’ for us. But looks can be deceiving; we had walked a
very long way and had all the same challenges as everyone else.
We didn’t meet many people on the trail because by this point we were very fit
and fast so when we did come across other pilgrims we would briefly chat and be
on our way again. However, the Camino has an incredible way of facilitating instantaneous connection with people. There is an underlying depth of understanding that we are all on our own challenging journeys, and some people want to
chat, and some not. But whenever we talked to fellow pilgrims, it was generally
a quality talk, not menial small talk.
The walk through Spain, despite our physical and mental fitness, was still not
short of challenges. The fitter we got, the more we pushed. After walking for
over two months we were beginning to get ready for the end, and the challenge
to stay in the present and honour our bodies became important. At the beginning, I had found pushing myself a big challenge because at that time the end
seemed so far away. I knew we would get there eventually, but goals with the
end in sight were not tangible in my mind. Yanic pushed both of us right from
the beginning because he was worried we would never make it if we went at my
pace. In Spain, however, the end was in sight, and we were ready to reach it and soon. It was the 18th November when we crossed the border to Spain,
winter was looming with shorter days and the nights getting too cold for camping. Our bodies and minds were also becoming exhausted, emotions were heightened and physical injuries were beginning to pop up more regularly. In Spain, a
lot of the trail was flat, dry and long, so no longer was it so much about the
scenery, but getting up early in the dark and walking lots of kilometres. The last
800k from St-Jean-Pied-de-Port to Santiago de Compostela which in our map
book was supposed to take 34 days, we did in 20 days. In this time we had one
day off because my blisters were so bad I could hardly walk.
Once we had to wait for Sunday to pass so I could buy yet another pair of shoes.
While Yanic had soldiered on with one pair of shoes (which were falling apart at
the end), I bought my third pair of shoes within our final week to get us to our
destination. My feet had taken me to breaking point, and I was crying in pain
Page 9
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from my blisters, for the third day in a
row. I was exhausted physically,
emotionally and spiritually. However,
these blisters had resulted from our
own complete craziness when we’d
decided to walk 88k in a 24-hour stint
‘for a challenge’, with another fellow
crazy young English pilgrim we befriended. She was our most admired
person we met on the Camino- we
walked and stayed together for nearly a
week. She was our kind of crazy and we
Leaving the city of Moissac, France
worked together as a team to push our
limits. When we walked 88km, she wanted to reach 100k so she kept going to
reach 105. The Camino had given her so much that she had tailored her life to
walk 6 months of the year, and work the other 6 months to finance it. She was
an incredible inspiration for us.
The Camino is never short of providing inspiring individuals. The only pilgrim we
met in Switzerland had walked from Czech Republic and had already walked
1000k when we were only a few days in and he left us in absolute awe. We met
several people who had walked from North Germany, a whole family with 2
donkeys and a dog moving house, one person doing it completely without money,
and another who, after a work accident, decided to walk to rehabilitate himself.
Not only had he achieved this, he was walking back! These are just a few characters I vividly remember. The Camino certainly has a way of attracting people
from all walks of life. It is not only about physical or mental fitness, but also
pure determination to put one foot in front of the other every single day and
respond to the challenges that arise. Given that we walked from September to
December we were not acquainted with the numbers of people who walk in summer, only the dedicated few for whom weather is not such a barrier.
When we finally reached Santiago de Compostela it was quite an anticlimax.
Walking through cities was always a little underwhelming as we left the beauty
and tranquillity of the countryside to deal with the concrete jungles filled with
many stressed and unhappy people.
Walking into Santiago was no different, Miles of long, flat plains in Spain
only very touristy. For our last couple brought a whole new challenge to
of weeks we’d been starting the day in the walk.
the dark, and stopping in the dark
again, so arriving in Santiago was no
exception. The days were getting
shorter and we were generally on the
road by about 6am and often walked
until 8 or 9pm. We walked to the
Cathedral exhausted, high-fived, and
then spent hours trying to find pilgrim
AFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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accommodation. I am not sure how The dry contrast in Spain. It could be Australia!
we looked but a friendly man sent us
to a ‘social shelter’ – where we were
rejected because we were not Spanish! Eventually we found accommodation and were soon asleep.
The next day we awoke exhausted.
Our feet were still swollen and my
blisters were, again, terrible. We
thought maybe our goal of walking
to Finisterre was unrealistic. Just
minutes before our 12pm checkout
time, we thought “Stuff it, let’s stay”. Yanic fell back to sleep and I went down
to book another night. However, the Universe had other plans for us as they
were booked out. So we quickly packed our bags and headed out into the rain.
We’d walked through rain for the last 2 days, and the thought of it again was
not appealing. So we ambled among the sea of tourists to have a proper look at
the Cathedral, and then went to the Camino office to fight for our certificates.
Even though we had walked around 2500k we did not have the required two
stamps a day on our passport. We were dumbfounded! Yanic was ready to pull
out his laptop to go through all our thousands of photos of evidence from the
last 3 months. Not only that, we had walked every single step of the way with
all our luggage, not using any mode of transport apart from our own two feet. It
was only to our detriment that we had camped and cooked our own food that
we had limited access to stamps. After much discussion, they decided to make
an ‘exception’ and give us our certificates. After this, and the thought of finding
accommodation amongst the weekend tourists, we wanted to get out of
Santiago. So, at 2pm, we again thought “Stuff it” and “Let’s at least try to go
the 90k to the end-of-the-world, Finisterre”.
By this stage, we hadn’t camped for about a week as the temperature had
dropped well below zero during the night and our budget camping gear was not
sufficient for the freezing temperatures. We’d woken up with ice inside and
outside our tent a few too many times. But another challenge that faced us on
our way to Finisterre was limited pilgrim accommodation open in the low season. So, after deciding to leave at 2pm we walked only 25k before it was dark
and accommodation could be found. It had been raining all day and we were
cold and wet, so we stopped. The next day we awoke to pouring rain and strong
winds. Most of the people in our accommodation caught public transport, but we
were nearly at the end and did not want to catch transport in our last days. We
waited until mid-morning but the weather did not improve, so out into the wild
weather we went again. In no time we were soaked through. However we were
ready to finish, so rather than sleep another night in pilgrim accommodation, we
decided to walk ALL the way to Finisterre in one stint. We walked 68k in 21
hours for our last walk to the end-of-the-world, through pouring rain, wind,
thunder and lightning. It was a great way
to finish, albeit sometimes a little
Gabi and Fiona near the coliseum in Arles
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scary in the wild storm. When we Another frosty morning, Spain.
arrived at 7am in Finisterre we
were too exhausted to care. We
had a break at a pub to refuel,
before walking to the Finisterre
lookout and back, literally walking
to the ferocious ocean at the endof-the-world. We then caught the
bus back to Santiago, and straight
to the airport. We were exhausted,
and we needed home.
We arrived at the airport at 5pm that day. We hadn’t slept for nearly 36 hours,
and we were beyond exhausted! Our feet were like four big water-logged swollen blisters when we finally took off our shoes. We’d been walking in wet shoes
and socks nearly the whole time. We found a spot in the airport, set up our
camping mattresses and slept until 5am the next day to catch a flight back to
Switzerland, only waking to eat some food and fall back to sleep.
Our metabolisms were running hot, we were eating five meals a day by this
point, but still were often hungry and losing weight! I had not eaten meat for
nearly five years, but a month into the Camino I was not getting enough energy
from a vegetarian diet, so began eating meat until the end. I did not enjoy it but
it was what my body was craving. The day we finished I was very happy to stop
eating meat again. However this allowed me to surrender to the needs of my
body beyond my personal ego and beliefs, and since completing walking the
Camino I no longer allow myself to feel shame around eating meat, if I feel my
body needs the nutrients that meat provides. Despite only eating it a couple
times since we finished walking, this was an important lesson for me in embracing rather than depriving. We ate out less than a handful of times throughout the
Camino, shopping mostly at supermarkets, cooking our own meals and living
largely on bread and cheese. We also had a great time finding food along the
Way, walking through fields of fruit and vegetables already sown and finding
‘left over’ as well as wild chestnuts, walnuts, apples and pears. We called this
‘croportunities’. There were many
mushrooms at this time, but with our
The sun rising as we walked our 24th hour to
limited knowledge it would have
complete our 88k non-stop walking through
Spain. The next village is where we would rest. been risky to indulge given that they
might be more toxic than beneficial.
We did collect Magic Mushrooms
however and dried them for later
use. So despite our everlasting hunger, our diet was fun and diverse
and we very much enjoyed embracing the opportunities that nature
provided.
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After we completed walking, it
took us both a good month before we started to feel ‘normal’
again, when our feet stopped
hurting, blisters healed, our
muscles stopped aching and we
started to feel energised again.
While I had struggled with blisters and shoes throughout, Yanic
had had ongoing problems with
shin splints and towards the end
In the mountains of Spain in our last week. We had
had to purchase a strap and regbegun sleeping in refugios at this point as it was
now a bit chilly for tent-life.
ularly ice them to ease the pain.
We returned to Yanic’s family
home from where we’d set out three months earlier. We were so grateful for his
Mum’s incredible cooking and her willingness to give us space to overcome our
exhaustion and come to terms with what we had just done.
It is only now through this writing I can truly reflect on the journey that was, and
the journey that continues to live on within us. We realised that the Camino has
an incredible way of providing exactly what you need, whether you want it or
not. When one surrenders to all the gifts that The Way has to offer, many incredible lessons can be learnt and understood. The sacred path walked by so
many has generated an energy that I have never experienced before, where revelations occur at a profound rate and where we learn from all those who have
walked before us, and lay lessons for those to
0.00km remain!
come. Neither of us actively practise religion
or set out to gain any spiritual revelations, but At Finisterre, the end-of-the world,
with Yanic’s travelling partner-init is difficult not to feel an ever-present feelcrime Frederick. A gift from me in
ing of love and guidance along the way. Every Australia, he goes on all adventures!
day we would feel a deeper connection to
ourselves and each other as the walk progressed, as well as with all the other inspiring
human beings and animals we met along the
way. It was an adventure, but it was so much
more. It was a walk to surrender. Surrendering
to other people, nature, each other and most
importantly, we surrendered to the expectations of ourselves.
Lucy Forrest (SA & Switzerland)
“My crazy hat took an identity of its own as I added feathers on it throughout. It made us many
friends along the way - feather and hat were the
first words I learnt in French and Spanish! It was
incredibly full until our last day when we walked
through the storm and I lost many feathers - I was
devastated, but it was all part of the journey!”
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HIKING TRAILERS: THE PROS, CONS... AND SPOT’S STORY
On the various Camino routes pilgrims are occasionally seen walking with hiking
trailers, shopping trolleys and even strollers with backpacks on board taking the
place of a toddler! There are Pros and Cons to walking with a hiking trailer in a
general sense and as I found out with my hiking trailer, Spot.
Pros:
Walking with a hiking trailer takes 80% of the weight away from the body and is
much easier on the knees.
There’s 88% less energy expenditure when walking with a trailer. Everyone knows
how it feels after a long day out on the pilgrim paths lugging one’s backpack – it
will feel heavy even if one is only carrying 5 kilos.
Posture is so much better – it’s easy to walk tall and effortlessly when not carrying a heavy load. People with back and shoulder problems particularly can walk
easily and without pain. When carrying a backpack, even though the waist and
hips take the load of the backpack they still create a forward trunk lean which
rounds the upper back and causes a forward head posture with the neck extended. This creates neck and shoulder pain and make it difficult for the muscles and
ligaments to hold the body up well.
Using a hiking trailer helps prevent common injuries from carrying a heavy backpack – injuries such as shin splints and knee injuries.
It’s possible to carry more. The 10% of body weight rule for a loaded backpack
doesn’t apply! Hiking trailers are really useful for people who need to carry extra
weight as a necessity – for example pilgrims who want to camp out, photographers who need to carry extra camera gear, or those who need to carry a CPAP
machine on the Camino for sleep apnea.
One doesn’t have a sweaty back as happens when carrying a backpack and one
will feel much cooler all day as the air circulates around the whole body.
Cons:
The Cons start with the price of the trailers. None are cheap – they’re all expensive unless one is lucky enough to have a DIY hiking trailer as I have.
The trailers range from US$385 for a Dixon Rollerpack to €836 for a Monowalker.
Both of these are single wheel trailers. The single wheel trailers (though better
suited to rough terrain) don’t work as well overall as the two-wheeled trailers, as
the load is spread evenly between the wheel and the hip belt, so the weight towards the hips and waist is heavy. Radical Design, a Dutch company, make a hiking trailer, The Wheelie, which costs €529 for the skeleton trailer and €609 for
the trailer with its own pack. This is a two-wheeled trailer. With the twowheeled trailers the load is well away from the body and it is spread over the
axle and the wheels so the axle and the wheels take all the weight. Another
American trailer, the HipStar, can be taken apart and fitted into a carry-on bag.
It looks fantastic. It’s in the final stages of development. The first model – a
heavy duty one which would be the best one for the Camino – is going to be
rolled out later this year. The price estimate is around US$350-$390 plus US$99
for shipping to Australia.
AFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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Bellelli, an Italian company, make a cycling trailer with various sized carts. It’s possible to modify
this trailer to make it into a hiking trailer and this
is what I have – this is Spot!
One really needs to do extensive research as one
could make a costly mistake.
The Cons continue at the airport … transport of
the majority of the trailers is not nearly as easy
as with a backpack, especially on the airlines as
they’re a bulky item. Some trailers will need to
be checked in at the Special Handling desk. Long
distance trains in Europe look to be OK about
hiking trailers being on board but buses can be a
problem if the bus driver feels the trailer is taking up too much space in the luggage storage under the bus. This happened to
me last year when I walked with Spot 1 – a prototype. I had finished my Camino
and was catching a bus from Santiago de Compostela to Santander. It was only
due to the intervention of some kind Spanish people at the last minute that I
was allowed to load Spot into the luggage storage and board the bus. It was a
very stressful experience and one which I hope will never happen again.
Hiking trailers aren’t suitable for all terrains. For example, they are not suitable
for mountainside goat tracks with sheer drops on one side, the paths being narrower than the width of the trailer. It is downright dangerous to use a trailer on
these sorts of tracks. Pulling a trailer over paths with large rocks is almost impossible and steep descents on rocky paths, again is dangerous.
In albergues it is mostly not possible to have the hiking trailer with one in the
dorm so arrangements will have to be made with the hospitaleros to store it
somewhere safely.
How can one deal with the Cons?
There’s not much one can do about the price of a hiking trailer unless one wants
to investigate the EBay or Gumtree options and then one is not sure what one is
getting – not recommended. If one is handy, or knows someone who is, it is possible to modify a cycling trailer.
Depending on the type of trailer one buys, transporting it IS just like getting a
bike to the Camino. There is the risk of it being damaged in transit so it needs
to be really well wrapped in layers of bubble wrap and tons of tape – a bit like
an Egyptian Mummy!
Once on the Camino and staying at albergues one needs to have a combination
bike lock which is threaded through the wheels and the trailer frame so the
trailer is not stolen.
Page 15
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Spot’s story
After a cycling accident in 2015 when I broke my collarbone, fractured my shoulder blade and needed surgery to pin and plate the collarbone, I was no longer
able to walk carrying a backpack. No matter how well fitted the backpack was
and how well padded with a sheepskin seat-belt pad, the shoulder straps of the
backpack rubbed against the metal plate on my collarbone, becoming painful
after a short time. On the Camino I could have had my backpack sent on but
would have not been able to stop for the day spontaneously if I struck upon a
town or an albergue that I really liked and wanted to spend more time in.
Last year a dear Camino friend made me a cart-style hiking trailer modified
from the Bellelli cycling trailer mentioned above, which gave me my walking
pilgrim life back – to say that I am eternally grateful to him is quite the understatement. My backpack stores easily in the cart and there is plenty of room for
extras such as water, food etc. The trailer cart is made of heavy duty plastic
and has a rain cover. The tyres are solid so there is no risk of punctures. The
poles are made from aluminium and copper and there is a hip belt which attaches to the poles. All up it cost £85 (about $150 Australian) to make Spot.
I found Spot really helpful last year when I was walking with my friend Ingrid on
the Meseta. It was above 40C on a number of days and we needed to take a lot
of extra water – we stored the water in Spot and it worked really well. However,
I found Spot wasn’t suitable for tough, mountainous terrain – perfect for the
established Camino paths and country and city roads that I walked on last year,
but very dangerous on some of the sections of the Via Francigena in Italy I
walked last September and October. I walked with my friend Sally and we ended
up having to follow the cycle route on the difficult stretches which presented its own problems.
For me, the pros far outweigh the cons. I LOVED
having Spot with me on my two most recent Caminos – he has served me so well. In Spain he
attracted a lot of interest from other pilgrims;
everyone admired the DIY look of him and so
many people wanted to know his story. I even had
a couple of approaches for Spot’s creator to start
a business with a couple of Spanish pilgrims! On
the Via Francigena there was very little interest
in Spot – Sally and I only met six pilgrims the
whole time we walked together – but interest
from the local people was practically zero.
I could not walk a Camino without a trailer, and
due to my friend’s ingenuity and generosity I can
happily walk most paths with ease and great joy.
Jenny Heesh (NSW)
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AUSCAMINO 2018 FESTIVAL: BLACKHEATH, NSW
The 2018 AusCamino Festival weekend at Blackheath in the Blue Mountains
(NSW) opened with a 2-day hospitalero training course run by experienced hospitalera, Julie-Ann Milne, assisted by Australian Friends of the Camino (AFotC)
Treasurer Neil Russell. Julie-Ann’s course provides a very thorough grounding in
hospitalero life so that all graduates should have no trouble serving with distinction, as many have before. 4 of the 15 trainees have already received their first
postings, one to begin at Grado when it opens on 15 March! Trainee Helen told
me that she felt as nervous about her first hospitalera posting as when she set
out on her first Camino but that, “I’m sure that once you get started, you’re
fine – just like on the Camino!”
On Thursday night the training group and early arrivals enjoyed a pilgrim meal
together before adjourning to the pub to enjoy the Massed Ukeleles of Blackheath. It was like coming across an unexpected fiesta when you’re walking!
On Friday, the Festival began with a gala opening night of tapas and flamenco,
with a performance (see photo next page) by dancers from Annalouise Paul’s
Katoomba‘s Flamenco Dance School, accompanied by flamenco guitar. Janet
Leitch (AFotC Chair) officially opened the Festival by addressing the eternal
question of how to bring the Camino home with us as we try to create brotherhood, peace and unity in our everyday lives (see pp20-21). Janet then made a
special AFotC presentation to Julie-Ann Milne (p21) of a certificate recognising
her significant contribution to “promoting awareness of the Camino and assisting
and encouraging pilgrims on their journeys.” A well-deserved award indeed.
On Saturday the kind weather allowed people to enjoy the Expo stalls on the
Glenella verandah in between the Saturday program of workshops and talks.
There was a most informative session for Camino ‘newbies’ run by Julie-Ann and
another from ‘Digger’ Kemp who brought a lot of ex-Army good sense to the
weighty topic of packing light. Apart from the age-old question of ‘Is this item
really necessary?’, Digger added his rule of trying to make every item serve at
least 2 purposes e.g. wearing socks over your hands as gloves on cold Camino
mornings. He also amused his audience by referring to his FRED, or Flipping Ridiculous Eating Device in euphemistic Army slang.
An inspiring session on ‘Walking with Ease’ from Alexander Technique practitioner Maddie Locke had us all on our feet trying to walk mindfully, with the
second toe directly under kneecap on each footfall. Our 5kg heads were realigned and shoulder blades pulled down into our back pockets as we all committed ourselves to concentrating much harder on walking easefully in future. Maddie opened her workshop by congratulating us all for being walkers in a sedentary world and being our own heroes by prioritising our health.
The afternoon program consisted of a series of talks in the Uniting Church hall
opposite Glenella. Janet Leitch gave an inspiring presentation entitled ‘The
Road Less Travelled’ about all the more unusual routes she has walked in her
AFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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rich and varied Camino career. Another heart-warming story came from Sanjiva Wijesinha who walked the C Francés with his son Shivantha in 2011 (see
story in Camino Chronicle, #21 June 2017).
Another interesting session came from Jenny Heesh about her experiences of
walking with a hiking trolley named Spot. After a cycling accident, she enlisted the help of friends to develop a tailor-made hiking trolley which she pulls
along like a horse-cart, walking between the shafts with a ‘harness’ around
her waist. (See Jenny’s full article on pp14-16).
Sydney broadcaster, producer and musician Dan Mullins then entertained us
with stories of his 50th birthday Camino with a small guitar on which he has a
sello from every place where he sang for his supper (see photo below). While
walking, Dan chose to meditate on his life in 5-year segments with astonishing
results... no doubt it’s what inspired him to start his Camino podcasts of
pilgrim interviews.
On Saturday night after a delicious paella dinner,
there was a Camino trivia quiz and story slam to
accompany the Santiago tart desert. The stories were
sad, light-hearted and sometimes quirky, but all
offered a different glimpse of Camino life.
Sunday provided an opportunity to visit the Blue Labyrinth Bush Retreat where there was a talk called
‘Walked the Camino? Now try a labyrinth’. Donna
explained how a true medieval pilgrimage involved
not only walking to Santiago or other shrine, but also
the return home on foot, so that the arrival marks
only the halfway point. Labyrinths are not to be confused with mazes. In Donna’s words: In a maze you
look for the centre. In a labyrinth you find your centre. It is believed that mindful walking along the
narrow pathways of a labyrinth until you reach the
centre where you can pause to meditate for a while
before winding your way out again can help us to
reach that ‘thin place’ where the spiritual world is
closest to the earthly one. It certainly is a very
soothing exercise, even in pouring rain!
By Sunday evening almost everyone had headed for
home but we stayed on for a final night. Once again,
thanks to Margaret and Rowan for their warm hospitality and beautiful venue in which to host
AusCamino 2018.
Ines Jewell (VIC)
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BROADENING OUR HORIZONS
[This is the transcript of Janet Leitch's opening address delivered on Friday 23 February
at the 2018 AusCamino Festival at Blackheath in the Blue Mountains. Janet based her talk
on the Prayer of La Faba on the wall of the church at O Cebreiro as a good inspiration for
learning to walk with an open heart and an open mind. Free to be ourselves, forgiving of
those around us and building a sense of community around us in the world we inhabit.]

The decision is made. You are going on a Camino. The planning starts, the bookings made. Stomach churning, it is time to leave home, time for the long journey to begin. What anticipation, what trepidation, but what excitement! Those
of you who have yet to make a Camino, and those who already have, know what
I am talking about. Many of us go on that first Camino thinking we are going on a
long walk. Somewhere along the way it turns into a pilgrimage.
Robyn Davidson, author of Tracks, and the woman who walked across the Simpson Desert with camels says: As we’ve lost this idea of pilgrimage, we’ve lost
this idea of walking for a very, very long time. It does change you.
Those of us who have undertaken a Camino well know how pilgrimage can
change us. On the wall in the small church of O Cebreiro, there is a plaque with
the Prayer of la Faba written on it (see page 22). The first part of this prayer, or
poem, reads: Although I may have travelled all the roads, crossed Mountains
from East to West, if I have not discovered the freedom to be myself, I have
arrived nowhere.
As we make our journey, wherever we might begin, or end, we have that wonderful gift of the Camino – time. Time to discover things about ourselves and
those around us. Time to explore and acknowledge where we fit into this wonderful world of ours and the contribution we make to it. Time to be free, to be
ourselves.
The Prayer of la Faba continues: Although I may have shared all of my possessions with people of other languages and cultures; made friends with Pilgrims of a thousand paths, or shared albergues with saints and princes, if I
am not capable of forgiving my neighbour tomorrow, I have arrived
nowhere.
The Camino has no barriers. There is an anonymity about the Camino that is
rarely found anywhere else. We can share a meal with a beggar or a CEO, with a
priest or an atheist, a law breaker or a law keeper. In the albergues you can
sleep with someone different every night, share the bathroom with many –
young, old – male, female, learning to look in a different direction on occasions!
Gradually as we journey onwards we become more accepting, more forgiving.
The trick is to bring this attitude home with us.
Again, continuing those words from la Faba; Although I may have carried my
pack from beginning to end and waited for every Pilgrim in need of encourAFotC Newsletter #25 June 2018
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agement, or given my bed to one who arrived later than I, given my bottle
of water in exchange for nothing; if upon returning to my home and work, I
am not able to create brotherhood or to make happiness, peace and unity, I
have arrived nowhere.
Being critical and judging others can be too easy. Tempting as it may be, on the
Camino it is best not to judge those who catch a taxi, a bus, or a train. It is only
too easy for us to twist an ankle, strain a tendon or a knee, and it could be you
or I having to do just that. For some, the only way to make a Camino is to have
help – to take a ride, to have bags transported – what you and I take for granted,
is only a dream for others. Without such assistance, they might not make it, a
Camino might not be possible.
Lastly, from the Prayer of la Faba: Although I may have seen all the monuments and contemplated the best sunsets; although I may have learned a
greeting in every language or tried the clean water from every fountain; if I
have not discovered who is the author of so much free beauty and so much
peace, I have arrived nowhere.
Journeying onwards, we are no longer looking inward, but outwards, with a
sense of wonder and with a sense of peace and acceptance. Our horizons are
broadened. That long walk has become a pilgrimage. Somewhere along the way
that long walk, for many, maybe even most, has become a spiritual journey.
We bring that Camino feeling home with us, looking at the world through
Camino eyes, and the lessons learned should help us to be:free, to be ourselves,
forgiving, of those about us,
able to build a sense of community around us, and within the world we
inhabit.
Janet presenting Julie-Ann Milne
Our horizons have been broadened. We have
learned much. We have made friends. In
France, on the way, we frequently hear the
word Ultreia. The fortunate ones amongst us
have heard it sung.

with a certificate of recognition for
her hospitalero training work
(see p18)

Ultreia, Bonne Courage, Bonne Route, Buen
Camino!
In the spirit of the Camino, with an open
mind, with our thoughts on the journey, and
with a feeling of eagerness and anticipation I
declare the AusCamino Festival open.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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Prayer Of La Faba
Although I may have travelled all the
roads,
crossed mountains and valleys from East
to West,
if I have not discovered the freedom to be
myself,
I have arrived nowhere.
Although I may have shared all of my
possessions
with people of other languages and
cultures;
made friends with Pilgrims of a thousand
paths,
or shared albergues with saints and
princes,
if I am not capable of forgiving my
neighbour tomorrow,
I have arrived nowhere.
Although I may have carried my pack from
beginning to end
and waited for every Pilgrim in need of
encouragement,
or given my bed to one who arrived later
than I,
given my bottle of water in exchange for
nothing;
if upon returning to my home and work,
I am not able to create brotherhood
or make happiness, peace and unity,
I have arrived nowhere.

Photo of the Prayer of La Faba, Iglesia de
Santa Maria Real at O’Cebreiro. I believe
it was written by the parish priest.
David Barrett (NSW)

Santiago Day in Victoria
Past and future pilgrims are warmly invited to celebrate St. James’ Day in Maldon,
Victoria on Saturday, 28 July at 6.30pm. Ring 0421 909 835 for further details.

TIPS & HINTS FOR WALKING A CAMINO
HIKING POLES: A TIP ON TIPS!
Those annoying click-clacking rubber tips on poles! What
about using them only when walking in cities and towns they have no grip on smooth hard surfaces. Then put the
rubber tips back on when walking on paths and tracks away
from hard footpaths.
David Barrett (NSW)
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We welcome your TIPS & HINTS.
Send to editor@afotc.org
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DID YOU KNOW???
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At the February gathering of Pilgrims in Adelaide, we had the pleasure of
a very informative talk by Dr Rosemary Nursey-Bray, a guide from the SA
Art Gallery. The subject was the life and
works of Antoni Gaudí, the outstanding Catalan architect. He designed lampposts, newsstands, furniture, altars, pavilions, palaces
and a stunning park.
Did you know that you can see his structures
on several Caminos de Santiago? However
most of his amazing buildings and the Park
Güell are in Barcelona. He died a pauper at
the age of 74 when struck by a tram whilst
crossing the street in Barcelona in 1926.
His most notable creation is La Sagrada Familia, the unique church in Barcelona, due
for completion in 2024 (see top right). It is
a UNESCO listed World Heritage site and was
consecrated by Pope Benedict XVI as a minor Basilica in 2010. To date it has been
built solely with public donations and entry
fees. You can do a virtual tour of La Sagrada
Familia at the following url; http://
www.sagradafamilia. org/visita-virtual/
Bishop's
Palace,
Astorga
(CFrances)

Neil Russell (SA)
El Capricho de
Gaudí, Comillas
(C Del Norte)
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Casa de Los
Botines, Leon
(C Frances)
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MEMORIES
I saw a yellow arrow today
It took me right a-back.
It pointed me along the path Oh how I miss that track!
My purple crocuses are out,
I remember them so well.
Along with poppies here and there
And sunflowers so yellow.
I found a shell along the beach,
The memories keep coming.
And now I have one around my neck
To remind me of the journey.
I drink my glass of vino tinto
Reclining in my chair,
And recall the happy memories
Of pilgrim meals I shared.
I dined out with friends last night
It wasn’t quite the same
As eating the menu del dia
With pilgrim friends I’ve claimed.
I lay down on my comfy bed,
No sleeping bag or bunk.
And thought of all those albergue nights
Snore, rustle, cough and clunk.
I saw a cross at Easter
And recalled many more...
Those churches and cathedrals
On the Camino so galore.
Crosses, shells and arrows,
The waymarkers I follow.
And statues of St James
Our faithful peregrino.

The sun rose up behind me
As I stepped out heading west.
The shadows stretching before me
I walk until I need to rest.
The solitude and silence,
A peaceful way to go.
Following my heart,
Shell and faithful arrow.
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Alison Bell (SA)

I dug my backpack out today
And found my trusty stick.
Put on my boots and floppy hat
And headed out at six.
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